RYSA Winter Indoor COVID-19 Guidelines
With the safety of our staff, players, volunteers and spectators in mind, RYSA will be taking
extra precautions this winter regarding COVID-19. The following policies will be in effect for
the 2020-21 Winter Indoor Youth Season.
At the main front entrance to the facility, there will be specific entry and exit only doors.
The middle doors will be closed, and the outer doors will be used for entering and exiting.
They will be clearly marked.
Inside the facility, you will notice the ramps will be one way only. The middle ramp will be
closed unless emergency access is needed. Ramps will be clearly roped and marked enter
only and exit only. Please do not congregate on the ramps, and do not allow children to
play on the ramps. Please follow the designated flow, and do not go under the ropes for a
shortcut.
It is highly recommended that all coaches and spectators wear a mask while inside the
facility. Players do not need to wear a mask while playing on the field. We ask that
spectators do not congregate in groups unless with their immediate family, and remain
aware of their surroundings to ensure they are observing the CDC social distancing
guidelines.
Hand sanitizing stations will be placed around the facility.
The indoor facility and fields will be cleaned and deeply disinfected on a regular basis with
special products that kill staph, MRSA, all Covid strains, along with other bacteria.
Please reserve the bleachers for those currently watching their child’s game, and exit the
bleachers immediately upon the end of the game to make room for the spectators for the
next game. The open area in front of the restrooms on the back wall will be used as a
waiting area for spectators waiting for the next game to begin. If more space is needed the
back wall behind the bleachers going toward the concession stand can be used for waiting.
Specifics for players and coaches:
Only players, coaches and referees will be allowed to enter the gated area to the fields.
To ensure social distancing for the players, the coaches will ensure if there is not enough
room inside the player bench area for all the subs to spread out, the benches outside the
player box will be utilized for subs.
Teams should exit the field and the bench area immediately upon the end of their game to
make room for the next teams.

